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Chair Biographies  
Hi, I’m Keegan Steele. I am currently a junior at Whitesboro. I have been in my the Model UN club at my 
school for two years prior. Other than Model UN, I take part in school activities such as student council, 
and play lacrosse. Outside of school, I play hockey, and enjoy outdoor sports like hunting and fishing. 
This is my first time chairing, but I am confident that this will be a good committee. If you have any 
questions please send me an email at keegan.steele.4@gmail.com. I will reply as soon as possible. Good 
luck with your research and papers. I look forward to having you in committee on December 10th.  
 
Hello delegates! My name is Nick Briggs, and I am  junior at Whitesboro High School. This will be my 
third year in Model UN, and my second year chairing. I am our MUN club’s Vice President, and I also 
serve as the class President at my school. Outside of MUN, I thoroughly enjoy sports, especially football. 
I am looking forward to UMVMUN 2016 and meeting all of you! I hope you all put in the effort and due 
diligence to make sure our conference runs smoothly. If you have any comments, questions, or concerns 
my email address is nbriggs525@gmail.com. I will be sure to respond in a timely fashion! Good luck and 
I will see you all in December!  

 

Committee History 
The Historical Crisis Committee is somewhat of an oddity when it comes to MUN. With no specific date 
of origin, it is hard to trace the beginnings of such a popular committee today. Although HCC is not a real 
committee in the United Nations, the experience in this type of committee is still unmatched. HCC is 
oftentimes described as a committee for more experienced delegates, and while this is true we encourage 
any delegate willing to put the time and effort into HCC to participate. The committee has very similar 
qualities to Security Council, and other crisis committees, which also are considered committees for more 
experienced delegates.  
 

Special Committee Notes 
Since this is a crisis committee will be running it Harvard style, or without pre-written resolutions. 
Delegates will be required to write position papers and BRING 3 copies of their position papers in order 
to be considered eligible for an award. The award rubric can be found on the UMVMUN website 
(http://www.wboro.org/Domain/751). All delegates should also be encouraged to email us their position 
papers by November 27 if they wish to receive any feedback beforehand, however this is not required. 
HCC will be roundtable format, meaning that the base form of debate is not a speakers list but rather a 
moderated caucus. We will also run with concise directives in order to speed up debate. Although HCC is 
a creative committee, and usually results in an ending other than what actually happened in the real world, 
we will not be allowing any forms of frivolous debate. If you are unfamiliar with HCC and still confused 
about the parliamentary procedure please email one of your chairs or refer to the delegate guide below, 
provided by the University of Connecticut  
http://www.ucmun.com/uploads/1/0/7/8/10785069/hccdelegateprepguide.pdf  
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Soviet-Afghan War 
 
Introduction: 
After the Saur revolution in April of 1978, the newly established Democratic Republic of Afghanistan is 
headed by former Secretary General Taraki as president. As the head of the PDPA , he aligned himself 
with the USSR  and had Marxist tendencies to push rapid land, social and wealth reform. These reforms 
seemed too anti-religious and radical to a Muslim and traditionalist majority population. These people 
became very unapproving of the current regime. The U.S. understood this and sympathized with the 
people. However, seeing that the two major opposing powers of the Cold War were getting involved in a 
growing conflict, the UN Secretary General calls for a moderated meeting between the Leaders of the US, 
the USSR, the DRA, and the Mujahideen. 
 
Key Terms:  
PDPA:  People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan  
 
USSR:  Union of Soviet Socialist Republics  
 
DRA : Democratic Republic of Afghanistan 
 
Mujahideen :  Muslim Afghan warrior who opposed the rule of the Soviet Union. 
 
Underlined Portion:  This is where we deviate slightly from the historical timeline for the purposes of this 
committee. Bear in mind that, along this now fictional timeline, real events that took place can still 
happen, although they will be mixed in with the fictional actions done through this committee.  
 
General Overview:  
The goal of this meeting was to establish a strong development program in Afghanistan that did not create 
conflict as well as to ease the tensions of the Cold War diplomatically. The newly founded Marxist 
government of Afghanistan began launching casual purges, and eliminating threats to their power. The 
government violently persisted forward with vast land and social reforms that were often quick, and 
unpopular. The government was losing the little trust that had remained within their society. This is where 
Central Question #1- How can we prevent unrest in a community where less than half the population 
supports the newly appointed president? - comes into play.  
 
As a historical trend, revolt oftentimes follows so after unrest. Because much of the Middle Eastern 
region is unstable, it is important that a revolt does not happen, and it is this committee’s goal to ensure 
peace and foster development. However, the committee should be prepared for all situations, and must 
plan ahead to stop possible rebellions while yet still maintaining stable relationships between involved 
parties. This is where it is important to create not only immediate corrections, but also long term solutions 
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that may answer Central Question #2--Should conflict break out, how do we create a peaceful solution 
and also prevent further issues? - and Central Question #3 - Cloud solutions implemented throughout 
these conflicts be used on a broader scale to solve problems within or possibly end the Cold War? 

 
Major Parties Involved (Delegate Positions): 
 
Partial Cabinet of the United States:  
Delegates in this category are motivated mainly by the policy of Containment. (Please also consider when 
the US-Soviet détente.) 

● President Jimmy Carter 
○ Known for his establishment of the Camp David Accords as well as his presidency during 

a time of economic turmoil, Jimmy Carter was an outsider who had received international 
criticism. You will have the task of representing a president with a questionable foreign 
policy, but strong personal motives. 

● President Ronald Reagan 
○ Ronald Reagan represented the Republican party in the 1981 election, becoming the 

oldest president in US history at the time. Reagan is often associated with his 
broad-shouldered approach to reinstitute economic prosperity into America and its 
military. 

● Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance 
○ Calm, cool, and collected. These words embodied the characteristics of former Secretary 

of State Cyrus R. Vance. Vance served under president Carter and was hailed as a master 
negotiator, as well as a liberal who valued the lives of his military forces.  

● Secretary of Defense Harold Brown 
○ A smart man indeed, Harold Brown acquired his PHD at Columbia university and went 

on to pursue a career as a scientist. Brown is also famous for his help with setting the 
groundwork for the Camp David accords, as well as his strategic thought process in 
regards to the creation of the “countervailing strategy” in order to avoid self-destruction 
in a time of nuclear war. 

● Stansfield Turner Director of CIA 1977-1981 
○ Turner served under president Jimmy Carter from 1977- 1981. As director of the CIA, 

turner played a pivotal behind the scenes role in acquiring foreign intelligence. During 
this time, Turner presented news ways of acquiring foreign intelligence, as technologies 
role in society and central intelligence became more plentiful and robust.  

 
Please note that US delegates should research and be prepared to represent both the Carter and 
Reagan administrations. 
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Leaders of the USSR:  
Delegates in this category are motivated mainly by the policy of spreading communism.  

● General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev  
○ Brezhnev was the leader of the Soviet Union for a huge portion of the Cold War. His 

domestic policy was harsh, and strictly enforced. This, along with his brilliant political 
mindset, allowed him to stay in power for eighteen years. 

● Chairman of the Council of Ministers Alexei Kosygin 
○ Seemingly butting heads with Brezhnev, Kosygin had become a well established veteran 

of politics after ranking his way up starting all the way back to his red army enlistment in 
1919. Kosygin in his later years shared higher power, and attempted to develop light 
industry growth, but these reforms were put down by Brezhnev. 

● Chairman of the Committee for State Security Yuri Andropov 
○ Andropov had background work in the KGB before assuming position as general 

secretary in 1982. 
● Konstantin Chernenko  

○ Chernenko held a strong Soviet sense of nationalism, and was not afraid to display it. 
Chernenko worked as a full member of the Central Committee where he had control over 
the Party work and over the Letter Bureau, dealing with correspondence.  

 
Democratic Republic of Afghanistan (DRA): 
Delegates in this category are motivated mainly by rapid Marxist reform. 

● President Nur Muhammad Taraki  
○ While attempting to seize control of presidency in Afghanistan Taraki ran into numerous 

issues. His Marxist political views and policies resulted in hundreds of death causing 
major social turmoil. To alleviate social unrest, Taraki turned to the Soviets for help. He 
would eventually attempt to assassinate his own prime minister, but failed resulting in his 
eventual violent death.  

● Major General Mohammad Najibullah 
○ After a failed stint as the ambassador of Iran, Najibullah went into exile. Not long after, 

The USSR supported Najibullah and appointed him head of Afghanistan’s secret police 
department. He was seen as a vicious man with brutal tactics.  

● Deputy Chairman of the Revolutionary Council Babrak Karmal 
○ A founding member of the PDPA, Karmal worked through the split of factions in 

Afghanistan and gained significant power. Eventual disagreements however would leave 
Karmal as an ambassador for Czechoslovakia, that is until a Russian regime appointed 
him as president of the PDPA in 1979. 
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Leaders of the Mujahideen: 
Delegates in this category are motivated mainly by traditional customs and religion.  

● Ahmad Shah Massoud  
○ “The Lion of Panjshir” was notorious for his work as a leader of the rebellion group 

known as the Mujahideen. After the initial rise of the PDPA, Massoud was the first to 
embark in rebellious activities and revolt. 

● Abdul Haq 
○ Former Afghani Guerilla movement commander, Haq worked as an anti-taliban 

resistance leader in efforts to eliminate Soviet occupation in Afghanistan.  
● Mullah Omar 

○ Another resistance leader, Omar fought as a soldier alongside his Mujahideen allies. He 
would go on to become one of the most important figures in the history of the Taliban 
years later. 

● Jalaluddin Haqqani Commander of Mujahideen 1980 
○ Military commander of the Mujahideen; Haqqani would prove to be an important figure, 

especially in regards to the future of Afghanistan. Haqqani is often known to be second in 
importance only to Omar in regards to the Taliban formed years after.  

 
Timeline of Key Events:  

● 1933 - Mohammed Zahir Shah climbs to the throne and reigns as king of Afghanistan. 
● 1953 - General Mohammed Daud becomes the prime minister of Afghanistan.He would then turn 

to the Soviet Union for economic and military assistance. He also introduced social reforms such 
as the abolition of purdah (practice of secluding women from public view). 

● 1963 - Mohammed Daud forced to resign as prime minister. 
● 1964 - Constitutional monarchy introduced  (would lead to political polarisation and power 

struggles). 
● 1973 - Mohammed Daud seizes power in a military coup, tries to play off USSR against Western 

powers. 
● 1978 - General Daud is overthrown and killed in a pro-Soviet coup. The People's Democratic 

Party comes to power 
 
Central Questions: 
1. How can we prevent unrest in a community where only half the population supports the newly 
appointed president? 
2. Should conflict break out, how do we create a peaceful solution and also prevent further 
issues?  
3. Could solutions implemented throughout these conflicts be used on a broader scale to solve 
problems and within or possibly end the Cold War?  
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Appendix:  
 

1. Soviet--Afghan war documentary (CNN) 
2. Crash Course World History; The Cold War 
3. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan; Britannica 
4. Brief Cold War summary 
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